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Drawing from the Emergency Peace Campaign’s

*No foreign war crusade*, USA1937
Researchers in R&D (per million people)

Lack of basic data on births, deaths and health hampers effective policymaking

Homicide rates, by country or territory (2012 or latest year)

Homicide rates at the national level, selected countries, by sub-region (2012 or latest year)

Countries have left the Least Developed Countries

Countries will leave the Least Developed Countries
No one left behind

“No man who loves his country can help him progress if he dares to neglect the slightest of his compatriots.” Gandhi
Victor Hugo, 1860 - 1865

« Nothing is solitary, everything is in solidarity. Man is linked with the planet and the planet is linked with the sun, the sun is linked with the star, the star is linked with the nebula and the nebula, a group of stars, is linked with infinity. Remove a term from the formula and the polynomial breaks down, the equation wavers, creation no longer has meaning in the cosmos and democracy no longer has meaning on earth »
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